
GAZETTEER OF FIELD-SYSTEM TYPES 

The Gazetteer is given in alphabetical order by parish, there being 209 civil parishes 
described out of3l5 in the whole county. Under each parish or township name are the 
following symbols: 

M Mapped by field survey (date). 
H The detailed field-system structure and its history have been worked out. 
P Pre-enclosure plan (date). 
F Field book (date). 
Q Quality book (date). 

Subsidary vills and townships are listed under their parish, so Murcott will be found not 
in the 'M' section but under Watford. The index should be consulted ifit is not known in 
which parish a township lies. 

All entries have a standardised format beginning with a statement of the number of 
settlements and townships within the parish, if there are more than one of either. The 
numbers and types of fields are next described for each township, with an outline of the 
contents of any surviving field book, followed by details of the yardland size, the number 
of yardlands and the evidence for any regular tenurial order. Mter discussion of the 
demesne there are notes of field regulations, and information about woodland. Finally 
the date of enclosure is given or estimated in cases of uncertainty. References are given 
at the end of each parish entry. 

The Gazetteer contains comments on all those townships in the county for which 
information has been collected. Many places have been fully studied with the furlongs, 
fields and demesne identified and located, whereas others have been investigated less 
thoroughly, aiming to discover the township and field structure. In some cases infor
mation was found incidentally and there are many more records to be sifted. The 
Gazetteer represents a view of the information currently available. 

The number and date range of the records for anyone place varies widely. The lists 
below draw attention to those parishes that have the most useful records; open-field 
plans, field books and quality books, and also those that have a good range of other 
records with some medieval material. 

Townships with detaikd contemporary open-fold plans (slwwing lands as well as 
fUrlongs): 

Barnack, Brigstock, Broughton, Castor and Ailsworth (tithe), Brackley, Corby, Cran
ford St John and St Andrew, Denford, Ecton, Geddington, Grafton Underwood, 
Higham Ferrers, Kettering, Little Oakley, Northampton, Stamford St Martins, 
Stanion, Stanwick, Strixton, Warkton, Weekley, Wollaston, Woodford and Yardley 
Hastings. 
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Townships with fold books: 
Ailsworth, Ashby St Ledgers, Braybrooke (full sUIVey), Brigstock, Brockhall, 
Broughton, Burton Latimer, Castor, Cranford StAndrews, Cranford StJohn, Daven
try and Drayton, Denford (full sUIVey), Etton, Finedon, Bore, Geddington, Grafton 
Underwood, East Haddon (full sUIVey), Hardingstone, Helpston, Higham Ferrers, 
Little Houghton, Irthlingborough, Kettering, Kingsthorpe in Pole brook, Kislingbury, 
Lamport, Litchborough, Lowick, Maxey (not described in the Gazetteer), Muscott in 
Brockhall, Oundle, Raunds, Stoke Brueme and Shutlanger, Towcester, Warkton, 
Weekley, Welford, Whittlebury and Woodford. 

Townships with quali!J books: 
Blakesley, Long Buckby, Creaton, Crick, Bore, Hardingstone, Newton Bromswold, 
Staverton, Towcester, Walgrave, Weedon Bec, West Haddon, Wollaston and 
Woodford. 

Places with a foil range of records 
Ashby St Ledgers, Aynho, Badby and Newnham, Brackley, Brigstock, Brockhall and 
Muscott, Broughton, Daventry and Drayton, Higham Ferrers, Geddington, Kettering, 
Lamport, Lowick, Oundle, Raunds, Towcester, Warkton, Weekley, Ufford (not in the 
Gazetteer), Weedon Bec and Wollaston. 

Ahington 

Abington is now a suburb of Northampton; earthworks of the village site lie in Abington 
Park. Enclosure of the demesne occurred in 1604; it probably lay in a block 1• The 
remainder of the parish was enclosed in 16602• No open-field information has been 
discovered. 

1 NROT(A) 1. 
2 NRO T(A) 3-4. 

Ahthorpe 

Abthorpe was a chapelry of To wc ester until elevated to a p~h in 17371• It contains, as 
well as Abthorpe, the hamlets of Charlock and Foscote, both of which were old 
enclosure by the 18th century, and were separate townships. 

For Abthorpe the East Field alias Biyendewode Field and a few furlong names are 
recorded in 1270--42• Neighbours are given for a grant of9 parcels in 1250-603; of the 7 
people mentioned 1 person held 33 percent and 4 people held 67 percent of the 18 
positions. Therefore, although there was not a fully regular order, it was not random. 
Ahthorpe lies on the edge of Whittlebury Forest and there may have been assarting 
giving rise to irregularities. 

Terriers of the 18th century have lands distributed in 3 fields: 

17474 17575 
Roods Parcels lAnds 

Haymore Field 27 13 42 
YantWood 11 7 11 
Green Hedge 41 24 45 
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The distribution oflands between the fields is similar with both terriers. Possibly the first 
two fields were grouped together making a two-course rotation. The names of neigh
bours are not mentioned. Enclosed in 18236. 

Charlock 
Charlock had two fields in 1278-9, when a terrier refers to the West Field and the 'other' 
field, each with 4 lands 7. The 'fields' are mentioned again in 12898. A terrier of 1288-9 
describes the land ofLuffield priory in the West Field and goes on to describe the Hyde 
Field, both under the heading ofCharlock9. Hyde was the name of the priory's grange 
at Charlock I 0, and seems to have given its name to the second field. 

Charlock was enclosed probably in 1410 when there was a dispute about pasture 
rights in the 'enclosed field of Charlock'. Some inhabitants of Silverstone claimed 
common of pasture for their animals when the field was fallow and from Michaelmas 
until 25th March at other times 11. These claims are those of normal common grazing 
rights on open field, and suggest that the enclosure was recent. Silverstone had lands in 
the fields of Charlock at one time 12. In 1446 the field and pasture of Char lock was in the 
sole possession of the prioryl3. 

Foscote 
A yardland with furlong names is described in 129414. Foscotefields are mentioned in 
130215, and there were two fields in 1408, 3.5 acres divided between East Field (10 
roods) and West Field (5 roods; 16). Foscote was open in 1532 when arable furlongs were 
describedl7; 80 acres had been enclosed in 148818. Fully enclosed before 170319. 

1 NRO 2P/2. 
2 G. R. Elvey, hJjfield Priory Charters, NRS Vol. 22 i, 246-7, 288 
3 Id. NRS 22 i, 237. 
4 NRO G 2576. 
5 NRO ML 1285. 
6 Act NRO G 4{)25; Map 2942 (1826), showing 3 fields and much old enclosure. 
7 hJjfield NRS 22 i, 232. 
8 Id. i, 261. 
9 Id. ii, p.423. 

10 Id. i, 235. 
11 Id. i, 155. 
12 Id. i p.xv. 
13 Id. i, 142. 
14 NRO Fermor~Hesketh Catalogue MID/F/35/I. 
15 NRS ~ld 22 i, 235. 
16 NRO Fermor Hesketh MID/F/26/6. 
17 NRO Fermor~Hesketh Catalogue 281, 848. 
18 Allison et al. Deserted VUlages, p. 4{). 
19 NRO ML 1289, refers to closes. 

Addington Great 

M 1970 H 
A plan of the fields, mapped in 1970, has been published 1. 
A terrier of 12322 describes a grant of 6 acres to a manorial chapel that had been 

newly erected by Baldwyn de Veer3. West Field is mentioned comprising 3.25 acres; the 
remaining lands described seem too many to agree with the stated total of 6 acres, 3 
pieces each of 12 selions being mentioned. Few furlongs are named; those identifiable 
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are near the village and are likely to be demesne. A two-field system is probable in view 
of a definite arrangement of that form occurring in 13194. A terrier of 11.5 acres in 47 
lands has 21 in an unnamed field and 26 in the West Field. The neighbours are not 
stated; the furlong names show that the lands were fairly evenly distributed throughout 
the system. 

A small terrier of 161 05 has three fields Mill, Stains borough and Longerow, contain
ing respectively 5, 4.83, and 5.33 roods. In nearly all cases the lands have a balk on one 
side and Alexander Beeby on the other (14 entries in all) indicating a regular tenurial 
order. Another terrier of the 1650 (3 acres6) has four lands in each of the three fields, 
with Alexander Beeby a neighbour in 11 cases. 

Eighteenth-century terriers show the following distribution between fields . 

17607 

Longrow 

26.3 
9.9 
8.8 

Stainsborough 

27.9 
10.3 
9.5 

.Nether or Mill 

23.4 acres 
9.5 
9.4 

Noke's yardland 
Wyke's yardland 

The individual yardlands are evenly distributed; there were 28.5 acres to the yardland. 
The 1760 terrier decribes 78.25 acres of which 15 percent were ley. Calculations 

about the possible extent of woodland are given in Chapter 6. Neighbours in a Long 
Row Field holding of3 7 parcels are described 64 times. Two people had 64 percent and 
4 people had 89 percent of the total. A regular order is probably indicated but there had 
been concentration ofland into a few large holdings by this date. Enclosed in 18038. 

1 D. Hall Medieval Fields 1982 p. 47. 
2 NRO SS 2319. 
3 NRO SS 2316. 
4 NRO SS 2193-4. 
5 Warwickshire Record Office (WRO) eR 162/350. 
6 WRO eR 162/352. 
7 NRO A164-5 . 
8 Act NRO BSL 1; Map 2869 (1804); Award Enclosure Enrolment Vol. Lp. 53 

Addington Little 

M 1970 H Pc. 1830 (furlongs only) 
There is doubt whether any of the county histories have the manors of the two 

Addingtons correctly assigned. The vills are not distinguished in the surveys of 1086 and 
1124. Crowland main estate of2 hides has generally been described as being in Great 
Addington, but possession of a consider-able estate by Queen's College, Cambridge 
(which acquired the Cambridge manor of Cottenham from Crowland and has many 
Crowland abbey muniments) in 1540, at little Addington, strongly suggests that the 
Crowland manor was there. Crowland account rolls of c. 1258-1332 describe the 
manorial demesne in hand (see Chapter 2). 

There were three fields in a terrier of 15751, Stonyland alias East Field, West, and 
North Fields, changing by 15972 to Some Field, Sterdye Slade Field, and Langland 
Field, but retaining the same furlongs. The same names and fields survived until 
enclosure in 1830. 

A terrier of 15493 mentions Stardislade alias Myddal Field, implying that there were 
three fields by that date. This is further confirmed by reference to Langland alias Crobalk 
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Feld in another version of the same terrier4• There was the same three-field division, 
therefore, in 1540. 

The distribution oflands in 1575 was fairly uniform, 22.42, 22.3, and 21.75 acres in 
East, West and North Fields respectiviely. There were 3.25 acres ofleys (5 percent) out 
of the total of66.5 acres. Sixteen neighbours are named on 75 occasions, 5 of the people 
having 9-13 entries and the remaining 11 being mentioned less than 6 times. Had there 
been three separate yardlands with different neighbours then there should be 6 names, 
therefore there is evidence of a regular order at one time. The 1597 terrier has a less 
equal distribution between the fields, 17.675, 13.87 and 12.4 acres (Some, Stardy Slade, 
Langland). 

A long terrier of 1692 has the same three fields but does not specify any number of 
yardlandss. In 17456 half a yardland had 12, 11.5 and 18.5 roods (Soam, Stardy, 
Longland) giving 21 acres for the yardland. The size of the yardland was carefully 
measured in 17727: 

Field Land Area 
number &timated Measured 

acres A R Poles 

Solam Field 45 18.25 16 3 18 
Longlands Field 35 15 13 2 11 
Stardy Slade Field 55 18.5 16 1 27 

135 51.75 48 3 16 

These acreages were for 2.5 yardlands, therefore 1 yardland was 19.54 acres measured 
and 20.7 estimated. The distribution between fields is not exact. 

A remarkable plan of Little Addington furlongs was prepared as part of the enclosure 
papersB. It shows all the furlong boundaries giving their names in c. 1830 and also 
indicates the grass in the parish, marking meadow, leys, balks and grassed joints and 
headlands (plate 4). Superimposed are the new enclosures with the proprietors' names, 
so the whole landscape, ancient and modern, is mapped on one convenient plan. The 
plan is drawn very accurately and the precise curvature of the furlongs is shown. From 
this curvature it can be seen that all the furlongs on the west of the village form two great 
blocks divided by Long Slade, and they might even be considered to form one block. 
This is evidence of a large scale, planned lay-out that could not be achieved by a 
piecemeal furlong development. Further evidence comes from the few furlongs on the 
north that go against the general NW -SE alignment. In North Field there were only two 
of them, both called cross furlongs, as though they were something different. Their 
alignment ensured that furrows ran across the contours to achieve natural drainage; in 
each case the cause was the presence of a small slade draining !n from the north. The 
alignment of the furrows was exactly at right angles to the others , which suggests that it 
was done ofter the general layout, as a practical modification. Had the setting out been 
done as part of a piecemeal reclamation then a series of gore-lands would have been a 
better solution to drainage difficulties. Evidence of ignoring the effect of natural features 
during layout is shown by the two Stardy Slade furlongs which lie either side of a small 
slade. A terrier of 1772 gives the numbered position of every land in each furlong, so 
allowing the holding to be plotted. In the Stardy Slade furlongs the lands lie in exactly 
the same positions in both furlongs, being 7, 8,31,32,60-2,93-4, 137, with an extra 
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126 in the Lower furlong. The neighbours are exacdy the same in all cases as well, so the 
layout completely ignored the slade. Lands crossing Stardy Slade were specifically . 
noted in a terrier of 15759, 'one rood goinge over stardy slade on bothe sides'. 

Alignment of the 1772 holding in other furlongs does not occur. However several 
pairs of furlongs have 'double length' lands that go through the boundary between 
them; . both Burrows furlongs, both Foxholes, both Seven Dykes, and Solme and 
Norman's Grove furlongs. Except the last case, the related furlong names also indicate 
that they had been split into two. The last pair and the burrows furlongs had lands 700 
and 630 yards long repectively. 

The terrier of 154910 has a very detailed account of each land in each furlong with 
abuttals. The neighbours of the demesne plots of6lands or larger are nearly always the 
same two people (84 percent) with only two other people mentioned. The smaller 
parcels have the same two people as the demesne neighbours 66 percent (34 and 48 out 
of 124 references), regular order is therefore indicated. 

Demesne. The Queen's College 1549 terrier has many groups of6lands lying together 
which are likely to be demesne. With the meadow it amounted to 172 acres. It was 
presumably the same as the demesne of6 yardlands referred to in 170811 and forms an 
example of the dispersed type. 

Crowland abbey account rolls give some information on how the manor was run in 
the 13th and early 14th centuries. Crops and yields of all the Crowland manors are 
given under Wellingborough (below). 

Enclosed in 183012; the award shows that three landowners possessed almost the 
whole township 13. 

1 WRO CR 162/404. 
2 Id. 408. 
3 Queen's College, Cambridge, muniments Box 13, QC 13/2, terrier book 2 f. 71, Cambridge University 

Library. 
4 Id. f.8Od. 
5 NRO Fitzwilliam Mise. Vol. 437 pp. 37-42. 
6 WRO CR 162/411. 
7 NRO Fitzwilliam Mise. Vol. 95. 
8 NRO Map 2927. 
9 WRO CR 162/404. 

10 Queen's College, Cambridge, muniments Box 13, QC 13/2, te~er book 2 fo.79d-85, Cambridge 
University Library. 

11 WRO CR 162/410, 185 acres. 
12 Act NRO C(S) 645; Map 4304 (1831). 
13 NRO ML 1395. 

Adstone 

M 1988 
Adstone was formerly a chapelry of Canons Ashbyl . A charter of the late 13th century 
describes 6 acres exacdy divided between two fields called the West Field and South 
Field, in 5 and 7 parcels2• There are few neighbours, probably indicating a regular order 
of lands; there were 10 different people in 14 entries, 2 persons accounting for 78 
percent of the neighbours. 

Two fields also existed in the early 14th century, 7.75 acres in 19 entries in the West 
Field and 9.5 acres in 26 entries in the East Field; no neighbours are given3• 

Enclosed probably in 1604 when 'new enclosures' were mentioned"". 



1 Baker ii pp. 19-20. 
2 NROKI8. 
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3 Ancient Deeds i B 239 from PRO E 326 239. 
4 NRO ZA4139. 

Alderton 

M 1993 
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Two fields are mentioned in a charter of 1354, Wodefield (3 acres) and the Field towards 
Twyford (1 acre), a further 1.5 acres has no fields specified l . There was probably a 
two-field system. 

The rectorial glebe of 1685 lay in three fields, Wood, Twyford, andBirches Fields · 
~ater called the field next Perry, Windmill and Sandhill respectively). 
The 17th-century distribution was: 

Wood Field 
Twyford Field 
Birches Field 

Glebe 1680l 

4 parcels 
15 
16 

6.5 acres 
11.25 
10.5 

16873 

9 ridges in Plump ark Field, in 3 furlongs 
43 ridges 
40 ridges plus ley 

Since the Wood Field of the glebe includes a 3-acre 'piece' next to Potterspury and two 
other parcels of an acre each, it may be old assart added to a two-field system. 

The 1687 terrier, too, may indicate a two-field system. The neighbours (one only 
given per entry) are primarily], Bland and Mr Haselrigge, but many others occur. In 
Tywford Field three people only are mentioned, but in Birches Field]. Bland holds 7 out 
of 19 positions, and the other 12 positions are all held by different people. The parcel 
sizes are predominantly 1-2 'ridges' but each large field had one parcel of6 ridges and a 
large parcel of 14 and 12 ridges, so there were irregularities. Enclosed in 18194. 

1 NROKCh93. 
2 NRO Alderton glebe terriers. 
3 NRO G 1611. 
4 Act NRO G 4023; Map 2906. 

Aldwincle 

Aldwincle consisted of two parishes and two manors, that seem to have been two 
townships according to the analysis given below. The parish extends into the Lyveden 
valley to include part of Lyveden vill. This arrangement is of medieval origin, for in 
1316 the chapel of Potters Lyveden was subordinate to Aldwincle church I. 

The glebe of St Peter's was distributed as follows2: 

Field 1632 1684 
Parcels A R A R A R 

Arable Ley Total 

Fingerford (foot) 21 16 0.5 3 3.5 19 3 
Wadnoe mere 7 3 2 2.5 4 0.5 
Shrub 17 14 3 14 3 
Henslow 16 12 3.5 3 14 2.5 
Langhill 2 2 2 
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The acreages show that there was an unequal three-field system with two extra pieces. 
Wadenhoe Meer Field was stated to run with Fingerfoot, making it even more unequal. 
In 1684 there were 11 percent 1eys. The neighbours in 1684 were very regular, being 
mostly widow Wood and Richard Elstow who occupied 78 percent of the positions in 
Fingerfoot Field. 

All Saints glebe was3: 

1632 1705 
Arable Grass Total Acres Roods 

Meer Field 41 7 51 parcels 24 
Lowfie1d 3 
Langhill 29 7 36 17 0.5 
Shrub 26 2 28 24 1 (includes Little Field) 

7 1 leys in all fields 

From which there were three unequal fields with 12 percent 1ey. An analysis of the 
neighbours in this terrier, showing there was once a regular order, has been given in 
Chapter 8. 

Although both field systems appear to be three tilth, there were five different names, 
and both systems had a Shrub Field. All Saints had 11 furlongs in this field and St Peter's 
12, but only 4 furlongs had the same name. Therefore the two Shrub Fields were 
different, and there was a double three-field system from at least 1632 until enclosure in 
1772 consisting ofFingerford, Henslow and Shrub I for St Peter and Meer, Langhill and 
Shrub IT for All Saints. 

The demesne of Lent on's (All Saints) manor in 1700 lay throughout the 5 fields in a 
few blocks and many parcels of 1-3Iands4• The acreages in the fields for this holdings 
were in Meer Field 24.25 acres in 26 parcels, Fingerfort 3.25 in 6, Shrub 17.5 in 18, 
Langhilll3.5 in 13, and Henslow 4.75 acres in 8 parcels. So like All Saints glebe, the 
land was concentrated in Meer, Shrub and Langhill fields. Enclosed in 17725• 

1 PRO C47 16711. 
2 NRO Aldwincle glebe terriers. 
3 /d. 
4 NRO X5029. ) 
5 Award NRO Enclosure Enrolment Vol. D 109 (1773). 

Apetborpe 

F 1551 
Apethorpe, a chapelry ofN assington, is a forest village and includes woodland as well 

as the lands the deserted vill of Hale, the site of which by 1551 was part of the demesne. 
King's Cliffe and Apethorpe had lands 'intricate and entermengled' in Ashefeld and 
Garfeld at the same date 1. 

A 1551 survey describes Apethorpe village houses and also has a field book. A note 
says that a selion was called a ridge or a 'styche', and that an otherall rood was 1.5 roods. 
There was a park enclosed with a stone wall and supplied with 80· deer, 12 kine and 12 
geldings. There were 650 acres ofland and 39.75 acres of meadow lying in the common 
fe1ds and inclosures of the manor. The nature of soil was very good for barley and wheat, 
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if well manured, but unstinted commoning on the arable was not good for it. Common 
pasturing was limited to 80 kine as well as oxen, horses, and other plough beast~ and 
sheep at the rate of 10 for every 6s. 8d. rent. 

Furlongs are given detailed abuttals in the field book and the occupier of each land is 
listed with the acreage. A rental summarizes the holdings of each tenant. There were 8 
named fields; the relative sizes are represented below by the number of pages in the field 
book: 

Field book total Holding of Robert 
roman, 207 lands, 48.5 acres 

Ashefeld 
ThaIfeld 
Lide feld 
Nether feld 
Cocks croft 
Above the park 
Hale feld 
Mille croft 

14.5 pages 
17 
26 

6 
5 
5 

29 
3 

341ands 
16 
49 
12 
12 
18 
77 
1 

6 acres 
3.75 

12.25 
2.75 
4.5 
3.75 

15.25 
0.125 

There is no information on how the fields were grouped. A three- course tilth could have 
been made by grouping the first two and the remainder as two sets of three fields. A 1609 
survey (below) lists 4 large fields, and it cannot be determined how they were run. There 
is the additional complexity oflands lying in King's Cliffe Thorpe Field and in Newton. 
These presumably balanced the land of King's Cliffe in Apethore and possibly arose by 
assarting of woodland once held in common. 

The survey of 1609 describes the manor and fields2. The manor house, with gardens, 
Little Park 75 acres, Great Park and woods 297 acres, was in all 488 acres (all demesne). 
The town and 22 closes contained 164 acres, and 4 fields: 

Haile Feilde, arable, leys, meadow 
Cockes croft, arable, Ieys 
Farr Feilde and meadow above forth into Thorpe Field 
Meadow between forth and town 
Ash Feilde, arable, Iey, meadow 

in aY 

199 acres 
139 
216 

13 
129 
696 

The whole manor, excluding arable, ley and meadow dispersed in Newton and Thorpe 
Fields, was 1347 acres. The 1609 arable area agrees with the total given for 1551 and 
shows that only half of the parish area was cultivated, the park, closes and woods being 
the same extent as the arable. There are now another 750 acres of Rocking ham Forest, 
formerly extra parochial, added to it. 

A survey of 1772 lists four fields3; a typical holding (of Robert Southwell) was 
distributed in Dibbens Field 21 acres, Middle Field 26, Thorpe Field 29, Slade to 
Newton Field 29, Enclosures 50, and Meadow 8 acres. The sum for the parish was 1143 
acres. Another undated 18th-century survey used different field names, of which 3 were 
much larger than the 4th in a typical holding; Dibbins Field 93' acres, Bulls Balk 88, 
Park Field 133 and Park Field to King's Cliffe4 16 acres. The survey quantified the land 
intermixed with King's Cliffe (35 acres arable, meadow 4 acres) and Newton (2 acres 
arable). 
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In 1551 the lord had the right to appoint the keepership of the walk of Sulehay in 
Rockingham Forest, and to appoint the woodward of Hale at the swanimote. He had a 
wood called Olyngea where there was a lodge. Also belonging to the manor was a 
coppice of wood and the right of pasture in Calvehaye where he could kill deer. He had 
the right to pasture cattle in Rockingham Forest without limit of number, but sheep 
were excluded. Cattle were not to be driven or impounded by forest officers but were 
allowed to walk throughout, so long as they were marked with the 'wyldworme' which 
all the horses, mares, colts, oxen, kine, calves and cattle of the lord and tenants of 
Apethorpe always had burnt on their hides. No sheep were allowed in the forest, but 
during wet weather they could be lodged in any part of the forest edge at night, and were 
to be driven in the morning to their accustomed places. U nringed swine breaking the 
forest swarth were impounded at the first offence, and afterwards the offender was 
referred to the swanimote. 

A park of 500 acres was created by enlargement in 1641 5. The parish was enclosed m 
1777 with Nassington, Wood Newton and Yarwell6. 

Hale 
Hale had two fields, called East and West in c. 1225, when a small grant described a 
half-acre land in each7• The same two fields were named in c. 12758• 

The desertion date would appear to be unusually early for Northamptonshire, 
according to the 1551 survey: 

within the manor was sometime a hamlet called Hale [the] old walls . .. [and] ... habytawns 
whereof were decayed by the report of dyverse auncient persons long before the remembrance 
of eny manne lyvyng, and as they suppose in the latter end of the reyne of king Henry V and 
beginning of the reyne of Henry VI [c. 1422]. The same is at this daye the demesnes of the 
manor of Apethorpe, and is enclosed into dyverse pastures woods and medowes. 

Hale is described as 4 closes of 110, 19, 20, 22 acres, two meadows 6 acres, Collens 
Dibbyns 13 acres and Comlyns wood 40 acres. The date of desertion of Hale has been 
given as c. 13499, but 10 messuages, 2 cottages, 208 acres of arable, 10 of meadow, 3 of 
pasture and 50 acres of wood existed in Hale in 148610, so there seems to be 
disagreement among the sources. An enclosure date of c. 1500 is suggested (1486-1551). 

I NRO W(A) 4 xvi 5. 
2 NRO W(A) 4 xviii.5. 
3 NRO W(A) 7 xv. 
4 Id. 
5 NRO W(A) 2 xiii 4. 
6 Act W(A) 4 xi 3; Map 2879. 
7 NRO W(A) 2 iv 2 FI. 
8 Id. F2. 
9 Allison et al. p. 41 

lO NRO W(A) 6 xi 1. 

Arthingworth 

M 1984 
There were three fields in 1685 until enclosure 1• A terrier of 1 yardland in 1 7102 

shows that they were distributed as follows: 
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Langborow Field 
Howsby Field 
Dale Field 

Arable Ley 

13 parcels 
12 
17 

- 10 parcels 
10 
7 

175 

The totals are 44,39,57 roods iri 23,22,24 parcels, making three slighdy unequal fields, 
which contained 39 percent ley. 

In 1767 there were 512 acres of arable and 782 acres of pasture (60 percent grass3), 

but this was not allley, as the meadow was included. The furlong names show the usual 
range of elements, reflecting locality and topography. Dale.fieldJ howsbyJ claper, etc., being 
ofScandinavian origin, confirm at the local level the Norse influence in this region of the 
county already known from the village names (Kelmarsh, Clipston etc). 

There were 55.5 yardlands4, which relate to the 1086 assessment of2.418 hides as 
c. 23 to the hide (perhaps for 24 that would give a total of 58 yardlands). A different ratio 
is caculable in 1124 then 2.67 hides and 1 'virgate' were returned, which works better 
for 20 yardlands to the hide (giving a total of 54.33). The yardland averaged 23 acres in 
1767, but the value may include pasture as well as leys and the yardland of arable and 
leys would have been slighdy less in extent. 

The glebe and Mears Ashby School terriers have very few neighbours, but this is to be 
expected because two proprietors owned 71 percent of the land (in 17675), and the 
dominance of two names is no proof of a regular order. 

At the south east lay old enclosure that was probably demesne (mentioned in the tide 
deeds of 16046); a close called Lawn Field (in 1604) was probably once woodland. 
Another old enclosure, Wood Close, was at the south west, all the remaining old 
enclosures were in a compact group around the village. 

The township was enclosed in 1767 by private Parliamentary Act7• 

1 NRO Arthingworth glebe terriers. 
2 Mears Ashby School Charity, infonnation from W. Callis 1982. 
3 NRO HK 132. 
4 NRO HK 131- 2, 1767. 
5 NRO HK 131- 2. 
6 NRO Box 1178. 
7 NRO HK 119; Award 1768. 

Ashby Canons 

M 1973, 1986 
A terrier that is probably part of the demesne describes two fields, East and West in · 

the late 15th centuryl. The parcels are called half acres or yardparts, probably meaning 
roods, in which case the distribution is 23.5 and 27 acres. Three fields occur by c. 1500, 
unnamed, North and West that had 21.5 acres distributed as 6.75,6.75 and 6.25 acres2• 

In 1489 there were 100 acres of enclosure and the whole township was enclosed by 
15473. In 1714 it was noted 'Ashby must be first enclosed, the trees there being much 
older than the trees in Adstone'4. Bridges, in c. 1720 said 'the inclosure was very 
antient'5. Adstone was enclosed in c. 1604, consistent with a Canons Ashby enclosure 
date of c. 1540. 

1 PRO SC 12 13/20. 
2 PRO SC 12 13/19. 
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3 Allison et al. p. 35. 
4 NRO Th 480. 
5 Bridges i p. 230. 

Ashby Castle 

M 1977, 1982 

THE OPEN flEIDS OF NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

The parish contains the hamlet of Chadstone which formed a separate township. 
There were three fields in 1565, Middle Field, Claylond Field and Fishpool Field 1• 

Furlong names were listed in 14892• 

The demesne was 4 yardlands and included pieces of meadow in Ashby, Doddington 
and Grendon. The demesne yardland was 22.5 acres and was stinted at 6 beast, 2 horses 
and 50 sheep. The tenants' yardlands were 18 acres and stinted similarly but with much 
variation for each holding. The demesne would have been 5 yardlands at 18 acres. The 
tenants' y¥dlands totalled 20. There was a cottager with 0.33 yardlands and unspeci
fied freehold. In Yardley Chase there were coppices called Young and Old Osey 
containing 50 and 66 acres respectively. 

Enclosed in 1620 and 165P. The House was completed in 1624, which may be 
relevant to the enclosure. Close names are listed in 16564• 

Chadstone 
In 1565 there were 160 acres of demesne 'in Chadson feild' with meadow in Chadstone, 
Denton and Cogenhoe. There was also a pasture of 350 acres that was in common with 
the rector. It seems that Chadstone was therefore a separate township and completely 
converted to unenclosed pasture. Chadstone hedge is referred to in Yardley glebe 
terriers of 1631. The Ashby glebe enclosures of 1684 were located in Chadstone, next to 
the rectory. 

1 Compton Catalogue NRO, no.247, transcript. 
2 Id. 231- 2. 
3 NRO Castle Ashby 58P/50, 61 and 62; with Chadstone. 
4 Compton 739. 

Ashby Cold 

M 1980 
The parish probably once contained the township of Chilcotes, that now forms a 

western tongue of Thornby parish; the settlement may lie under the present Thornby 
Grange. It seems to have been deserted by the 13th century, according to the statement 
thatJohn Paveli (c. 12321) gave all the Imul ofChilcote and 4 yardlands in Cold Ashby 
which was confinned by Richard son of William de Wideville2• See Chapter 8 for an 
analysis of the Domesday assessment. 

There are many furlong names for Cold Ashby c. 120~ 1250 given in the Pipewell 
cartulary, but no field names. The monks had a sheepfold with a gate. An account roll of 
1540 gives terriers, one with land in the East, West and South Fields3• Two other terriers 
give the names Ridgeway and Hygge fields. These are probably alternative names, so 
three fields are likely, rather than five. 

There were 60 yardlands in the fields in c. 1230 (and probably 4 at Chilcotes, see 
Chapter 8). An agreement about the stinting was made in 1231; for each yardland there 
were 4 beast, 4 pigs and 20 sheep, although the number of pigs could be increased4 • 
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Encroachment of a common called Syfletemor by ploughing has been given in 
Chapter 7. 

The date of enclosure seems to be 1625, when a considerable acreage ofland was sold 
by local gentry, referring to new enclosureS. 

1 NRO FH 146 f.147. 
, 2 Id. f.142. 

3 PRO SC6 Hen vm 2784 mrn.59d~60d. 
4 NRO FH 146 f.127d. 
5 NRO XYZ 341; pardon for enclosure was granted in 1637 (rh 586). 

AshbyMears 

M 1982 F 1577 

The.field book and.fields 
A field Qook and village survey of 1577 gives, for each field and furlong, the names of the 
occupier and tenant, and the estimated size of each land to the nearest half rood. There 
are marginal notes on abuttals and other items 1• The 9 named principal fields had the 

. following sizes: 

Total of Thomas Hams (1 yardland) 
lAnds lAnds Leys Total (roods) 

South Field 346 10 4 14 
Wood Field 318 5 5 
Garbroad Field 412.5 12 1 13 
Town Haden 781 18.5 3.5 22 
Rye Field (Little F) 58 3 3 
Trunching Field 349 14 5 19 
Little Field 125 3 3 
Wool1and Field 683 16.5 6.5 23 
Hall Field + 555.5 zero 

Little Holme 94 

Totals 3722 82 20 102 

South field was stated to run with Wood field (p. 23). The Hall field, and its two detached 
appurtenances, were a bloclc demesne, as shown by the ownership, being almost entirely 
in the hands of the lord. Part of Gorebroad Field and Little Field in Trunching Field 
were also demesne in the lord's hands (pp. 37, 79); the 1684 glebe refers to some of 
Hadland Field being demesne2. The Little or Rye field lay on red land towards Sywell 
and was next to the beast pasture which also touched Trunching Field. 

The cropping of these fields is not stated, but when grouped as below there were 5 
large fields used by the villagers, plus the demesne which had none of the tenants or 
freeholders' land. South and Wood Fields were grouped; Little Field was surveyed as a 
subsidiary to Trunching Field and the two were stated to be linked in a terrier of 16753. 

The glebe of 1711 and 1720 links Wooland and Trunching Fields (but they are not 
adjacent, see Figure 13), so there seems to be grouping L.'1to four major blocks. The glebe 
of 1684 refers to the parson's meadow being available every fourth year, indicating a 
four-year cycle, which is very unusual for the county. The glebe with most land in the 
Hall Field and its associated pieces is seen to be a grant of demesne. 
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A terrier of 0.25 yardlands made in 1636 mentions 5 fields by name (and no Hall 
field)4-. The terrier of 1675 has 5 fields, reducing to 4 when South and Wood are 
grouped, Wooland Field is not named. This a complicated field system; there may be 
overlapping systems, as at Crick. 

Field grouping from terriers: 

Field 1636 Glebe 1675 
Lands 1681- 1720 le) Arable lAnd total 

Hadon 3 4 4.5 15 19.5 
Wood and South 5 18 1 18 19 
Garbroad 3 13 10 6 12.5 18.5 
Trunching 1 5+ 7 2 12 14 
Woo1and 2.5 34 
Hall 16 36 

Total 14.5 92 71 

Size of holding 0.25 1 1 yardland 
Area of yardland 19 23 24- acres 

The yardland varies between 19-30 acres from these figures, taking the average size of a 
land as 0.33 acres; Thomas Harris's yardland (from the 1577 table above) was 24 acres 
with 19 percent ley. The glebe becomes 23 acres if each land was a rood. 

The demesne. The demesne was a block, being the Hall Field and parts of the neigh
bouring fields, with the detached Little Holme lying next to Wilby on the east. The 1577 
field book refers to 'the other part of the Hall Field', as though it were divided into two 
tilths, but the point where the entry is made is not in the middle of the Hall Field survey 
(p. Ill). The spreading of the demesne into the neighbouring fields is presumably a 
transference of parts of the Hall Field to them, to fit complex crop rotations. Bylaws of 
c.1640 (below) are of considerable interest because they are the only late orders so far 
known for a township with a block demesne open and not enclosed. They show that the 
demesne had its own rye, peas and barley fields, as did the town fields. 

Hides and tM tenurial cycle. Each furlong of the 1577 field book had its lands divided into 
small blocks called hides5, marked by balks. Each hide was divided into 8 parts, usually 
roods, but sometimes the lands were half roods and sometimes half acres. A few hides 
were slighdy irregular with loss or addition of a land. There was a variable grouping of 
some of the small units into double ones within the same hide, so there might be two 
lands of 1.5 roods and 5 single rood-lands, being 7 lands in all, but making up 8 roods. 
There were 5 hides making a repetitive regular tenurial cycle of 40. In many cases there 
was a break down of what had once been a rigidly regular system like Ecton. More than 
one name might occupy a position in the cycle; this would be expected if a yardland 
were split into two, when two names would occur. The terrier is more complicated than 
such simple cases explain. The reality would be accounted for if there had been near 
complete fragmentation of a few yardlands with irregular reaggregation, and sale and 
exchanges of odd lands. 

Examples of the cycle are listed below, that first listed was the one used to analyse the 
structure of the field book. 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
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pp. 29- 30 

Richard Greene 
Henry Allam 
Henry Allam 
Henry Allam 
William Pharow 
John Mott 
John Eyre L 
Laurence Heynes L 

Ellen Crowe 
John Cox for Bushe 
Henry Allam L 
Henry Allan L 
Thomas Robinson (town) 
George Floure L 
George Floure L 
George Floure L 

Humphrey Hull (1.5) 
[split; to 17 and 19] 
Thomas Pratt (1.5) 
Richard Perkins 
John Cox for Lane 
John Cox for Lane 
Thomas Moone 
John Cox for Bushe 

Matthew Fouke 
Thomas Harris 
William Smith L 
William Smith L 
William Lole 
Ellen Crowe 
John Cox for Lane 
Henry Allam 

Laurence Heynes L 
John Ellis 
Thomas Harris L 
Thomas Harris L 
John Eyre L 
Ellen Crowe L 
John Ellis 
George Floure L 

p.20 

Richard Greene 
John Cox for Bushe 
John Cox for Bushe 
John Cox for Bushe 
John Ellis L 
Henry Allam 
Henry Allam 
John Eyre L 

Ellen Crowe 
Richard Greene 
Thomas Moone 
Henry Allam L 
Matthew Fouke 
Christopher Ellis L 
John Mott 
Matthew Fouke 

John Cox for Bushe 
Richard Greene 
Henry Allam L 
Thomas Pratt 
John Mott 
John Cox for Bushe 
Richard Perkins 
Matthew Fouke 
John Cox for Bushe [extra] 
Matthew Fouke 
Thomas Harris 
William Smith L 
William Smith L 
Henry Bull 
Thomas Moone 
William Pharow 
Henry Pharow 

John Cox for Bush 
John Ellis 
Thomas Harris L 
Thomas Harris L 
Richard Greene 
Th. Robinson (town) 
Robert Rogers 
John Eyre L 

L = tenant of the lord. Each group of eight lands had a balk between them. 

p.14 

Richard Greene 
John qox for Bushe 
John Cox for Bushe 
John Cox for Bushe 
William Pharow 
Ellen Crowe 
John Eyre L 
Laurence Heynes 

Ellen Crowe 
Richard Greene 
Henry Allam L 
John Eyre L 
Henry Allam L 
Christopher Ellis L 
John Mott 
Matthew Fouke 

Thomas Bothyway 
Richard Perkins 
Richard Perkins 
Richard Perkins 
John Mott 
John Mott 
Thomas Moone 
Henry Allam L 

John Eyre L 
Thomas Harris 
William Smith L 
William Smith L 
William Lole 
Ellen Crowe 
John Cox for Lane 
Thomas Bothyway 

Henry Allam 
John Ellis 
Thomas Harris L 
Thomas Harris L 
Richard Greene 
John Eyre L 
Robert Rogers 
John Eyre L 
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The total of the lord's land in each column is 15,9, and 12 (average 12). Only 10 of the 
names in the second column are the same as the first, and only 8 names are identical in 
all three. However 12 of the third column are the same as the first. These variations 
illustrate the complexity of a partly decayed regular order. An analysis of the frequency 
of neighbours in this field book, and its significance in recognising a regular order in 
single terriers, has been given in Chapter 8. 

The field book shows examples of lands being split lengthways, with the roods of 
positions 17, 18 and 19 (first column) being shared as two lands of 1.5 roods each. The 
same occurs again on p. 14 with two lands totalling 3 roods occupying 3 single-rood 
positions. 
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The cycle of 40 is likely to represent the lands of the freemen and tenants. Since the 
totalnumberofyardlandswas 50.5 (in the enclosure Award 1777) the demesne was 10.5 
(50.5 -40) yardlands. This is very close to the 10.75 yardlands of land belonging to 
Elizabeth Mercer in 1777, one of the stated ladies of the manor at that date. Her land 
was distinguished by having named yardlands, one of which was called Hall land. These 
named yardlands would seem to be the ancient block demesne that were excluded from 
the regular cycle. 

It is likely that the 40 yardlands equa~e to Domesday at 10 yardlands to the hide, the 
demesne not being assessed6. 

1086 
1124 

Countess Judith 
King David 

4 hides 
4 hides 

The 40-land cycles have been plotted for all the western part of the township where the 
furlongs have been accurately located. They continue through the furlongs, indicating 
that medieval furlongs were formed from a series of older long lands that were laid over 
the plateau between two brooks. The regular cycle would seem to belong to a first stage 
of long lands (Fig. 13). 

Not all the yardlands were identified in the 1577 field book, but 26.25 (freehold) 
yardlands are mentioned in the entries of the vill survey (there is no summary table). The 
'missing' ones belonged to the lord and were presumably run as part of the demesne 
farm, the size of which is not stated. This is confirmed by analysis of the tenurial cycle; in 
the examples given the lord had an average of 12 positions (ie yardlands), which with the 
26.25 of the freeholders iives a total of 38.25, agreeable with the 40 of the cycle. The 
difference is accounted for because of the variability of ownership in some of the 
positions, so in other cycles the lord would have more places, the final average likely 
being the required 13.75. 

Orders. In a court roll of 1640 it was noted that all the ancient orders should continue 7• 

An undated list of about this time gives: 

No one was to plough any of the separate fields without the consent of at 
least four of the jury. Fine Ss. 

2 No sheep flock should to go [graze] more than 6 days without a bell. Ss. 
3 No horse, mare or gelding was to be tied on any balk in the Town Rye 

Field until the crop was taken off. 
4 The same for the Hall Rye Field [Little Holme?]. 
5 No horses, mares or geldings were to be placed in the town or Hall Barley 

and Pease Fields. . 
6 No beast were to be left in the common field at night time before St Luke's 

day. 
7 No one was to glean any peas or beans in either of the several fields, the 

Town Field and Hall Field, 
8 No one was to stake or keep by heards from the common heard from 

Lammas day until St Lukes day. 
9 No one was to let either their horses or beast feed in the Town Rye Field or 

the Hall Rye Field after Martinmas. 
10 No one was to let any cow commons to anyone 
11 The owners of unstocked cow commons would be paid 
12 No suckling foals were to be kept loose in the fields after StJames' day 

when the mare is tied. 

Ss. 
Ss. 

Ss. 

ls. 

2s.6d. 

Ss. 

3s.4d. 
lOs. 

Is. 

20s. 
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Woodland. The northern part of the township was woodland in 1577, 'lying four 
square', the property of the lord; it had been called Ashby Park [po 23]. Adjacent to it 
were furlongs called the stockings, indicating that the wood had been larger. It lay next 
to Hardwick Wood, and was part of woodland lying on the high ground between 
Northampton and Kettering. Other fragments are Wythemale and Badsaddle Woods, 
and there was a wood at Walgrave. Neighbouring woodland was referred to; Hardwick 
Copse, Pr10rs Copse belonging to Sywell, and 'Mr. Barnard's Copse' (most likely 
belonging to Earls Barton held by John Barnard of Abington). There was grass let out by 
lot for all the yardlands (except those of the Hall Field; p. 30). 

Mears Ashby was enclosed by Parliamentary Act in 17778; there were 50.5 yard
lands. The land in possesion of the ladies of the manor was 17.25 yardlands, With glebe 
impropriate 2 and vicarial 1 , Thomas Mercer 6.5, Owen Manning 4.125, Samuell Pell 
senior 3.825 and the remaining property shared among 19 people as holdings of 
0.125-2.125 yardlands. 
1 NRO ZA 3709, copy c.1680. 
2 NRO Mears Ashby glebe terriers. 
3 NRO Box 1184. 
4 NRO X9098, deed]. Smith and W. Lovell to Thomas Catesby. 
5 Referred to in ZA 3709 pp. 23,24,91, 102- 3. 
6 Thorn and Thorn 5&-18; VCH i p. 382. 
7 NROZA371O. 
8 Act NRO BSL20; Award (1778) Enclosure Enrolment Volume E p. 475. 

Ashby St Ledgers 
M 1978 H F 1696 and 1715 

Ashby St Legders is fully described in Chapter 10. The parish included, as well as the 
main vill, another township at the site of Ashby Lodge, demolished c. 1922. A physically 
separate estate is first identifiable in the early 16th century, but was in existence 
throughout the Middle Ages. There is no open-field information for the Lodge. All the 
furlongs and fields of the main estate have been identified. 

There were two fields in the 13th century, called East and West and three fields 
during the the 14th century until enclosure in 1764. Ashby has three field booksl , made 
1696-1715; an agreement for creating cow pasture, made in 1712, is printed in Chapter 
22. 

The demesne lay in blocks of whole or large parts of furlongs, as determined from 
information in a glebe dispute (Figure 2). Field-orders for 15263 are printed in Chapter 
10 with later variants. Ashby St Legers was enclosed in 17644. 
1 NRO ASL 1230-2. 
2 NRO ASL 154. 
3 NRO ASL 791. 
4 Act NRO ASL 430. 

Ashley 
There were three fields from 1632 until enclosure l . In 1632 the glebe was dispersed as: 

Fuld Arahk ~ (roods) Total 

Wood Field 29 4 33 
Bridge Field 27.5 2.5 30 
Tedding (later Little Field) 31.5 6.5 38 

88 13 101 
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From which there was 12 per cent ley. The neighbours were very dispersed, in the 
Wood Field there were 13 people in 22 positions; 5 people held 64 per cent of them, and 
36 per cent were random. The glebe was 2 yardlands (below) so the 101 rood total 
suggests a small yardland of 13 acres. 

The Domesday holdings of 1086 were 4.667 hides in all and in c. 11242 there were 4 
hides and 12 small virgates. The details of these two assessments are consistent with 12 
yardlands to the hide there being 0.333 hide or 4 small virgates more in 1124. 

In 1778 there were 'about' 50 yardlands3, from which it is likely that there were 10 
yardlands to the hide making the 1086 theoretical total 47 yardlands, and the 1124 
assessment at 52. The 1086 and 1124 values and the ratings of either 10 or 12 yardlands 
to the hide are not easily reconciled. A detailed yardland list of 1739 gives 29 people as 
owners of 47.75 yardlands plus the glebe, 49.75 in all. Another list. of 24 named 
yardlanders made in c. 1749 was added up to 49.5 (the glebe having 2 yardlands), given 
to the nearest one-eighth. They actually add up to 48.75 yardlands4• 

The total number of sheep at Ashley in 1732 was 808 and 836 in 1737. Some tithings 
were let at 5/6d per yardland to the owners in 1737 and 1738. Mter 1749, tithes were 
always paid as a rent, being 50s. a yardland in 1760. Tithes in kind of barley in 1724 
totalled 44 quarters and 44 strikes, selling at about 15s. a quarter to buyers from 
Leicester, Burton, Kibworth, and Harborough. Twenty strikes were kept for seed. 
Barley was sent to Middleton in 1733. The wheat tithe of 1734 amounted to 23 quarters 
an~ 64 strikes, nearly ~ being sold at Leicester for c. 4s. a quarter; 2 quarters were used 

. for sowingS. 
Partial enclosure in 1607 'put 7 yardlands to the manor house'6. An Act for 

Parliamentary enclosure was granted in 18067• 

1 NRO Ashley glebe terriers. 
2 VCH i p. 386. 
3 Leicester Record Office DG4/590. 
4 NRO Ashley 16P/15. 
5 Id. 
6 E.F. Gay, Trans. Rf?y. Hirt. Soc. n.s. 18 (1904) p. 230. 
7 NRO, tlie map accompanying the Award is dated 1807 (Map 3002) and shows the great fields. 

Ashton 

M 1985 
Ashton was formerly a chapeIry of Oundle. 
In 1525 a terrier describes lands distributed in 5 fields l . Five fields, but with different 

names occurred in 1677 als02: 

1525 1677 

How Field 7 acres Backside Field 18 parcels 
Meddleham 2.5 Steelering Slade Field 26 
Overham 1.625 Littlemoor Field 3 9 roods 
Chalkehill Field 3.625 Mill Field 6 12 roods 
Wolston Field 2.625 Nether Field 5 11 roods 
(includes 'grovefeild furlong') 

Ley ground 2 8leys 

A terrier of c. 1700 names 6 fields but they are stated to be grouped in pairs making a 
three-season tilth3: 
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Field A R P 

Field next to Polebrook 29 lands [mostly single] 
Nether Field, abuts meadow 6 

Both are one season and lie fallow together 35 14 20 

Over Field next OuJd 15 
Littlemore Field 10 

Both one season 35 12 3 0 

Steeling Field 39 
Mill Field 8 
Both fields the same season 47 15 0 

In all 117 arable lands lie for 42.375 acres (0.362 average). Leys were thinly spread 
through the fields, being 9 percent of the total. Three tilths continued to operate in 1790 
when a farm of 120 acres had 40 acres of arable in each field4• 

A regular tenurial cycle in 1295 is suggested by a terrier that describes 6 lands, 5 of 
which have the same two neighbours, Richard Trally and Richard son of the ReeveS. 
The neighbours in Litlemoore Field (1700) were only mentioned once, except for one 
person occupying 5 (56 percent) of the positions. There had been breakdown of 
regularity since 1295. 

A Peterborough abbey account roll records a rent in Ashton of 14 yardlands in 
1308-9. The demesne farm was in hand and the permanent staff were 1 hayward, 4 
ploughmen, I dairymaid and I carter. Pigs were kept in woodland (probably in Oundle 
woods), and the crops sown were wheat 51.25 acres, barley 26 acres, drage 14 acres, oats 
for feeding oxen 54 acres, and peas and beans 11 acres. No work service was recorded6. 

A plot called a rick place, being half an acre lying in common ground with hedges and 
fences, was sold in 16787• 

The high ground was called the green 'Walde of Ayston' in c. 13008, and probably 
had been woodland. Closes next to the Over Field on the Old or Wold were referred to 
in 1570, 1677 and 1790. The field survey showed that all Ashton Wold had ridge and 
furrow under it, and had therefore once been arable, but had reverted to enclosed 
woodland, similar to Barnwell. Ashton was enclosed in 1807 with Oundle (qv). 

1 NRO SO 509/2. 
2 NRO SO 515/10. 
3 NRO SO 509/11. 
4 NRO SO 50912. 
5 NRO Buccleuch charter photostats BI 375. 
6 NRO F(M) roll 233; see also King PeterhoroughAhhey 1973, pp. lSD-I. 
7 NRO SO 515/10. 
8 NRO Buccleuch charter photostats BI 426. 

Aston le Walls 

Aston le walls contains as well as Aston the township of Appletree. There were two fields 
in Aston from 1633 until enclosure in 1712, North Side and South Side l . The glebe of6 
yardlands had 4 large pieces in the North Side that was probably once demesne. If these, 
amounting to 66 lands, are eliminated from the analysis the distribution in the fields in 
1633 is: 
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North Side 
South Side 

Total 
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Arable 

27 
64 

9/ 

55 
12 

67 

Total 

82 lands 
76 lands 

158 

From which there was 42 percent ley. The total lands, including the 66 of presumed 
demesne, was 224, giving 37 to the yardland or c. 19 acres. The demesne blocks 
probably represent 2 yardlands and the dispersed lands 4. 

There were 64 entries of the names of owners in the North Side (most of them two per 
land) in 1633, mentioning only 7 people who were referred to between 8 and 13 times. If 
the 4 yardlands were dispersed as singles and there was a regular tenurial order, then 8 
names would be expected. Many of the dispersed lands actually laid as two adjacent 
lands so that 6 names would then occur. There is, therefore, a close approach to a 
regular order. Enclosed in 17122. 

Appletree 
Appletree was open with yardlands purchased in 16093; it was. enclosed before 1720 
according to a glebe terrier reference to the 'inclosure of Appletree'. 

1 NRO Glebe terriers. 
2 Id.; Baker i p. 467. 
3 Bridges i p. 103 

Aynho 

Some data used are taken from Aynho: a Northamptonshire Village by Nicholas Cooper 
(Banbury) 1984. 

Two fields are named in a small grant of 1521, West Field and Cotman Field, with 
half an acre in each 1. Three fields had been formed by 1619 (West, Lower and Nether) 
when one of them amounting to 700 acres was enclosed2. There was two-tilth culti
vation "mtil 1639 when a farm had half of its land sown. A three-field tilth was then 
introduced3 and was confirmed for 12 more years in 16804• Three fields continued until 
1763 when a four-course arrangement was made5• Two changes were made in the 
furlongs assigned to each of the three fields between 1639 and 1763. A four field 
arrangement was then used until 1792. 

There were 50.5 yardlands in 1545 with a demesne of 10 yardlands. In 1616 (after 
demesne enclosure) there were 52.5 yardlands6. In 1086 there were 3.2 hides equating 
to c. 16 yardlands to the hide, or c. 13 if the demesne were not assessed. 

Aynho has a fieldbook (or survey) of 16167, and many 17th-century orders, especially 
for 1633, are similar to orders of that date made for Wollaston, where Richard 
Cartwright, lord of Aynho, was 'agent' for the Egerton family (later earls ofBridgwater; 
Richard Cartwright's wife was Mary Egerton). 

An account book made by the fieldsmen during 1733-91 provides details of field 
managements. Payments were made for cutting flags out of meadow brooks and making 
(flood) banks. The meadows were laid out by placement of marking stones. A parish bull 
was bought from Deddington Fair, and payments made for its keep and straw bedding. 
The fieldsmen made rates for their funds by a levy on cow commons (7 s. from 188 
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commons in 1734), occasionally from horse commons, and from manorial court fines 
for encroachments. People not stocking horse commons were paid cash. Payments were 
received at the Red Lion. Powder and shot were bought for shooting vermin, especially 
crows. Clover was sowed in the barley field (when it was fallow?). 

The demesne was enclosed in 15619 and one of the fields in 162010• The remainder 
was enclosed by Parliamentary Act in 179211. A plan with names showing the old 
enclosure and furlongs in c. 1720 is given in Aynho, pp. 303-9. 

1 NRO C(A) 441. 
2 NRO C(A) 3315, 3347. 
3 Aynho p. 49. 
4 NRO C(A) 2788. 
5 Aynho pp. 105-6. 
6 Aynho pp.293, 296. 
7 This has not been identified; Aynho has no references and the 8,185 Cartwright MSS (NRO) have no 

index. 
8 NRO Aynho ~IP/107. 
9 Aynho p. 40. 

10 Aynho p. 58; following an enclosure agreement in 1619; see NRO Th 409; C(A) 3317-9. 
11 Detailed inAynho pp. 177-92; see NRO Map 2816 (1793); Award, Enclosure Enrolment Vol. I p.439. 

Badby 

M 1988 
The townships of Badby and Newnham formed a single parish, with a chapel at 

Newnham. They belonged to Evesham abbey and there was one demesne for both 
townships. Newnham chapel was elevated to a parish church in 1632, and the township 
·is described separately below. 

A terrier of 1616 decribes two fields, the North containing 25 and the South 26 lands. 
There was a very regular order of tenants, since the neighbours in almost all cases were 
Joshua Leete on one side and the late Thomas Palmer on the otherl. 

The glebe terriers show that Badby was still a two-field system in 1632. There were 
19.5 acres in the North Field and 17.25 in the South Field, nearly all as half acres or 
adjacent two roods, representing 2 yardlands. The yardland was therefore c. 18 acres. 
The two fields were called North Field and West Field in 1686, but there had been a 
temporary change to three fields in 1636 and 1649 (see below). From 1711 until 
enclosure there were three fields, called Town (Halliwell) Side, Maniwell Side and 
Morcot Side 2 • 

The glebe neighbours in 1632 consisted ofMichael Phillips only on one side, and a 
balk and 4 other people on the other. One of these held 31 out of 41 positions (76 
percent), and two of them accounted for 38 (93 percent). A regular order is thus 
indicated, as in the 1616 terrier. The regularity was apparent to 18th-century terrier 
makers, because in 1705 the whole glebe was described as being 'next to Painter's rood' 
(painter being the successor to Michael Phillips). 

A rental of c. 1380 gives details of 39 yardlands3• There was probably a regular cycle 
of 40, as at Newnham. Badby work-service for a yardland is given in Chapter 2. 

Changes infield number. Articles of agreement were made on 14th April 1636 that Badby 
fields, formerly two, should be divided into three parts. The details have been printed in 
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